Wayne County Community College District is excited to offer Kids’ College classes to youth 4-17 years of age. Our goal is to develop and expand students’ interests, stimulate creativity, provide unique learning opportunities and a fun experience on a college campus.

Our class offerings are taught in a hands-on fashion with an accent on fun. We offer topics from college prep, sports, performing and traditional arts, reading and writing, science and math, and computers, to leisure activities like ballet or scrapbooking.

Enroll today for a positively unforgettable learning experience that is sure to last a lifetime!

All Kids College students must complete the “Emergency Information for Youth Students Form.” Please give the completed form to the instructor during the first day of class.
CLASS CAPACITY
Kids' College Camp programs are self-supporting and require a minimum number of students enrolled before a class will run. To avoid inconvenience to students, Kids' College Camps with low enrollment will be cancelled one week in advance to avoid disappointment. Refunds will be generated to participants of cancelled camps.

EMPLOYEE BACKGROUND CHECK
All Kids' College Camp instructors directly working with students have passed a criminal background check.

DROP-OFF AND PICK-UP PROCEDURES
For safety reasons, students under 18 years of age are not to be on campus unless accompanied by an authorized adult or attending Kids' College Camp programs. Your child’s safety is our number one concern; you are required to Sign In and Sign Out students on a daily basis. Students must be picked up within 15 minutes after dismissal of their program. Repeated late Pick-up occurrences will result in termination from Kids' College Camp with No refunds.

YOUTH STUDENT EMERGENCY INFORMATION FORM (WAIVER AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY)
All youth students must present a signed Youth Students Emergency Information Form to their instructor before programs begin on the first day of class. You must complete a form for each child. The form is conveniently located in our Continuing Education schedule book. (NOTE: Only parents or legal guardians completing this Form are authorized to drop-off or pick-up your child unless an alternate is indicated at the bottom and presents proper I.D.*).

PHOTOGRAPHS
There will be photographs taken of students during programs. The photos may be used in future promotional materials. If you prefer we not use your child’s photograph, send a letter to:
School of Continuing Education
Attn: Kids' College Camps
801 W. Fort Street
Detroit, MI 48226

BEHAVIOR GUIDELINES
Proper standards of conduct are necessary to protect the health, safety and well-being of all Kids' College Camp students. Behavior that might interfere with the educational process is unacceptable. Students will be respectful to other students and staff. Students will be careful with college equipment and property and the property of other students. Parents will be contacted if their child is involved in any unacceptable situations during camp. Appropriate college personnel, reserves the right, at any time, to exclude any child from activities due to failure or inability to follow as directed, any and all rules and/or policies for participants. No refunds.

COMPUTER USE AGREEMENT
Certain camps may use the World Wide Web (www) or internet as part of their curriculum developed by the instructor. With this educational opportunity comes responsibility, to be shared by the student, parent/guardian and college staff. Students will use the software that pertains to their camp. They may use the www/internet when the instructor gives the permission. Students should tell their instructors immediately if they encounter information that is inappropriate or makes them feel uncomfortable. Students shall not give out personal information while online. Parents will be contacted if their child is involved in any unacceptable situations while using the computer.

WHAT STUDENTS SHOULD DO
Students may bring their non-refrigerated, non-microwavable, peanut-free lunches and snacks, according to their schedule. Check class description for supplies and appropriate dress requirements. All electronics, toys, video games, trading cards, etc. not pertaining to classes should be left at home.
School of Continuing Education

YOUTH STUDENTS EMERGENCY INFORMATION FORM

(NOTE: Only parents or legal guardians completing this Form are authorized to drop-off or pick-up your child unless an alternate is indicated below and presents proper I.D. *)

Student’s Name ____________________________________________ Grade _____ Date of Birth ______

Student’s Address __________________________________________

Father or Legal Guardian ________________________________ Relationship ______________________

Phone # while Student is in class ________________________________________________________

Address if different from students ________________________________________________________

Mother or Legal Guardian ________________________________ Relationship ______________________

Phone # while Student is in class ________________________________________________________

Address, if different from students ______________________________________________________

Child’s Doctor ______________________ Address ____________________________________________

Phone#___________________________________________________

Doctor’s Hospital Affiliation __________________ Address ______________________________________

Phone#___________________________________________________

Medical Information: None____ Convulsive Disorders _____ Diabetes _____

Allergies (i.e. stings, diet) ________ Other __________________________

Please describe symptoms and precautions ______________________________________________________________

Any other medical information we should know __________________________________________________________

While we strive to provide a safe environment, we cannot control what your child will come in contact with because of our open environment.

I agree to indemnify and hold harmless Wayne County Community College District, its officers, agents, and employees for any loss or injury that my child ________________________________ may sustain while participating in the Kids’ programs. In case of an emergency, I ask Wayne County Community College District to contact an adult listed above. If the College is unable to reach one of us, I authorize the College to secure emergency medical treatment for my child.

Required Signature ___________________________ Date __________________

I give my consent for my child to be photographed or videotaped for promotional purposes. I do not expect compensation when Wayne County Community College District takes promotional photos and videos of students in the learning environment.

Required Signature ___________________________ Date __________________

*Alternate Adult authorized by parent/legal guardian to drop-off/pick-up child – MUST PRESENT PICTURE I.D.):

Name ____________________________________________ Contact Number ________________________________
Kids’ Schedule Planner

Child’s Name: ____________________________________________

Please use the grid below to organize your child’s schedule. This will help prevent registering for two classes scheduled at the same time.
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You can register your child using the Continuing Education Registration Form in the middle of book.

Or for your convenience, you can register 24-7 via our website: www.wcccd.edu.

Or at any one of our Campus locations.

Please note that Kids’ College participants are only supervised while students are enrolled in classes. No extended supervision (longer than 15 minutes between consecutive class times) is available between 9:00 am–4:00 pm for those not enrolled in class during any part of the day.

If your child is registered for more than one class per day, please have your child bring a copy of this schedule to class each day so we can ensure they get to the correct class.

For more information on all Kids’ College classes feel free to contact the School of Continuing Education Office or Melodie Bunkley, District Director at 313-496-2704 or mbunkle1@wcccd.edu
DOWNTOWN CAMPUS

Motorized Toy Car Challenge
Grades 6-8
Monday, July 25, 2016 – Thursday, August 4, 2016
9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. YCLS-5176 CRN: 59986
Fee: $40.00

Utilizing A World In Motion Curriculum, student design teams through hands on activities discover force and friction, simple machines, levers and gears, torque. Etc. Mathematics involved provide understanding ratio and proportion, it’s relationship to gear ratios and wheel radius. Through hands on activities students will perform data retrieval and collection while applying statistical analysis. Presentations to be given at the end of the class as work to be on display at the end of the summer.

DOWNRIVER CAMPUS

Camp 911
Ages 8-12
Monday, June 20, 2016 – Friday, June 24, 2016
9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. YCLS-4273 CRN: 60187

Campers will learn about careers in EMS and Firefighter Services as well as some first aid skills to control bleeding and splint fractures. They will also have an opportunity to use a fire hose, fire extinguishers on the District’s small fire simulator, and learn how to properly exit a smoke filled room in the training tower. All participates will received a tour of the Downriver Emergency Training Complex and will have an opportunity to explore the aircraft and shipboard simulators.
The ‘Money Matters Youth Camp’ is facilitated by Ms. Gail Perry Mason. Ms. Mason is the Vice President-Investments at Oppenheimer & Co. Securities as well as a nationally known Author. The focus of this camp is to teach young people financial literacy, investment strategies and give youth exposure to economics, budgeting, Wall Street and other resources that will give them knowledge for a wealthier life! Camp orientation for parents will begin on Saturday, July 9th 2016, 9:00 a.m. - 12 Noon.

Looking for a way to keep your child interested in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math? Enroll them in the STEM’s Summer Camp! This exciting camp builds STEM knowledge while incorporating teamwork and fostering creativity with the use of LEGO® Mindstorm and a computer. The world of STEM is brought to life, and your child can learn, create, and innovate in a true hands on environment.
Western Campus

An All Inclusive 3 Week Camp Experience!

Monday, June 20, 2016 – Friday, July 1, 2016
YCLS-5139 CRN: 60192, 60193
9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Fee: $125.00 (This fee does not include lunch.)

9:00 AM – 11:00 AM Lego Robotics / Forensic Photography / Video Game Design
(Weekly group rotation of core courses)

11:00 AM Lunch available for purchase
(Must be pre selected)

11:30 AM – 1:00 PM Foreign Language Exploration / American Sign Language
(Weekly group rotation of core courses)

1:00 PM – 3:00 PM Culinary Etiquette / Acting Workshop / Martial Arts
(Weekly group rotation of core courses)

Class Descriptions

Culinary and Etiquette

Students will be introduced to the art of meal preparation, food safety, food nutrition, weights & measures and table setting. They will be able to prepare food items and properly set a table for four.

Fencing

The prestigious art of fencing will be explored providing an alternative physical education experience. In addition to high quality training, the curriculum blends health science, mentoring & life skills.
Forensic Photography

Ever wanted to know what it is like to be a member of a CSI team? Learn how to use a digital single lens camera for mock crime scene photography. Learn what to look for, how to approach a scene, how to maneuver on a scene, and much more. Students will learn how to capture and expose digital images that they may want to use for scrapbooking.

Foreign Language Exploration

Students will explore cultural facets of French or Chinese, Spanish and German languages. They will discover and practice common phrases of greeting, introduction and complimenting of each other, and making small talk.

Lego Robotics

It will blow your mind! Learn how robots are used every day to make our lives easier. Engineer and design a robot that will perform at your command. Lego Mind Storms systems will be used.

Mini Soccer

A mini one week camp, taught by Van Buren Soccer Association Coaches, to continue the opportunity of learning the technical and tactical skills of soccer, teamwork, responsibility and commitment.

Video Game Design “Making the Game”

Spend the rest of summer playing a new video game with friends that you designed! Using software specific to video game design, learn how to create a “one of a kind” game accessing various resources, creating multi-dimensional pages and using gaming hardware. At the end of camp, a fun and friendly competition for the “Most Innovative Game” will be held.

American Sign Language

This beginning course is for those students with no previous experience in sign language. Students will be taught the basics of sign language and vocabulary. They will practice both receptive and expressive skills, communicate in sign language, finger spelling, meet new people and have FUN!
This camp encourages campers to try new things and experience cultures from around the world. Student will study African American, Arab/Middle East, Asian, Latino, Native American cultures. Students will also explore music, history, literature, dance and language of each respective culture.
SUMMER 2016
Kids’ College

Morning Elementary Grades K-5

Yoga and Art for Kids
Summer Camp 1–5 grade
This full day camp will be filled with fun, educational activities and games. Throughout the week, we will practice yoga, learn about our bodies and how they move, get a taste of yoga history and philosophy. In addition, campers will prepare healthy snacks, learn about staying healthy, create art, play games, make music and still have time for reflection, relaxation and rest.

Course #: YCLS 5182
FEE: $50.00
Eastern Campus Instructor: Breczinski, Emily
Room: TBD
CRN: 60184, MTWRF 10:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 6/6/16 - 6/17/16

Spelling Basics 1–3 grade
Students grades 1-3 will learn to master the English Language spelling basics. One of the most common spelling rules taught to elementary students are “I before E, except after C, unless it says A as in neighbor and weigh.” Students will also learn a number of other rules that they can use to assist in the spelling of an unfamiliar word.

Course #: YCLS 5144
FEE: $30.00
Downtown Instructor: Taylor, Joshua
Room: TBD
CRN: 59964, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 6/13/16 - 6/16/16

Dramatic Storytelling
K - 1 grade
Do you want to tell a story? A book needs a good storyteller, this is YOU!! Participants will use fun activities designed to make learning about storytelling exciting and useful in the future. The participants will learn to select stories worthy of storytelling; to share with partners; to the group; and review techniques on how to share stories the correct way. Build your confidence by learning the proper use of props in storytelling; analyze the content and research the characters in stories. Participants learn how to grab the audience’s attention to engage them until the end of the story.

Course #: YCLS 5143
FEE: $30.00
Downtown Instructor: Lewis, Gwendolyn
Room: TBD
CRN: 59963, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 6/13/16 - 6/16/16

Applying Measurements
2–3 grade
Students will learn to identify and apply units of measurements, temperature, distance, weights and the mastering of time reading the clock.

Course #: YCLS 4319
FEE: $30.00
Downtown Instructor: Chiangong, Joelly
Room: TBD
CRN: 55803, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 6/13/16 - 6/16/16
**Math Madness 2–3 grade**
Students will gain an understanding of basic computational operations up to and including ninety nine; representation of numbers in different ways including diagrams and shapes in graphs and geometry will be reviewed.

Course #: YCLS 4318  
FEE: $30.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Chiangong, Joelly  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 56941, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 6/20/16 - 6/23/16

**Sentence Structure 3–5 grade**
The students will learn the basic fundamentals of Sentence Structure.

Course #: YCLS 5184  
FEE: $30.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Walkes, Stephanie  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 60197, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 6/20/16 - 6/23/16

**Dramatic Storytelling 4–5 grade**
Do you want to tell a story? A book needs a good storyteller, this is YOU!! Participants will use fun activities designed to make learning about storytelling exciting and useful in the future. The participants will learn to select stories worthy of storytelling; to share with partners; to the group; and review techniques on how to share stories the correct way. Build your confidence by learning the proper use of props in storytelling; analyze the content and research the characters in stories. Participants learn how to grab the audience’s attention to engage them until the end of the story.

Course #: YCLS 5143  
FEE: $30.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Lewis, Gwendolyn  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 60196, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 6/20/16 - 6/23/16

**Young Writer’s Camp 1–4 grade**
Develop writing techniques not normally learned until much later in school. This interactive class covers a variety of writing styles and related skills including illustration and publication. You have the chance to write and share stories, poems, and journal entries, and compile them into your own book.

Course #: YCLS 5100  
FEE: $35.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Walkes, Stephanie  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 58261, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 6/27/16 - 6/30/16

**Understanding Division 4–5 grade**
A systematic approach of mathematics drilling for fourth and fifth graders. This class will help students master basic facts with speed and accuracy. Division designs will provide a great way to incorporate fun and creativity during this session.

Course #: YCLS 5023  
FEE: $30.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Chiangong, Joelly  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 56946, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 6/27/16 - 6/30/16
Gravity Cruiser Challenge 4-5 grade
Utilizing A World In Motion Curriculum, student design teams will research the “sweep” of the lever arm, the number of wind the string makes about the axel, and the distance the gravity cruise makes. Students will learn how the diameter of the wheels and axles as well as the weight varies the distance and speed of the cruiser. After a series of controlled tests student teams create their own customized toys to be displayed at the end of the summer.

Course #: YCLS 5174
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Wathen, Elizabeth
Room: TBD
CRN: 59984, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 6/27/16 - 6/30/16

Math Problem Solving 4–5 grade
This course will cover geometry, and measurement properties in two and three dimensions. Students will learn how to describe, analyze, compare, and classify shapes.

Course #: YCLS 4321
FEE: $25.00
Downtown Instructor: Chiangong, Joelly
Room: TBD
CRN: 56942, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 7/5/16 - 7/8/16

Art Camp 1–5 grade
This Art Camp is designed for youth who will receive hands on instruction to create art objects through use of a variety of materials. Participants will create masks, mosaics and much more.

Course #: YCLS 5009
FEE: $50.00
University Center Instructor: Vassallo, John
Room: TBD
CRN: 59894, MTWRF 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/15/16

Conversational Spanish for Kids 1-4 grade
This course provides an opportunity to speak, read and write Spanish through games, songs, crafts and other activities.

Course #: YCLS 4099
FEE: $20.00
Downtown Instructor: Dominguez, Maria
Room: TBD
CRN: 58260, MTWRF 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/14/16

The Bookworm Club 1-4 grade
This course teaches children the importance of education, alleviates the problems of illiteracy, and instills a love for reading at an early age that will carry on for a lifetime.

Course #: YCLS 4290
FEE: $25.00
Downtown Instructor: Walkes, Stephanie
Room: TBD
CRN: 60213, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/14/16
Downtown Instructor: Walkes, Stephanie
Room: TBD
CRN: 60212, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 7/25/16 - 7/28/16
Downtown Instructor: Walkes, Stephanie
Room: TBD
CRN: 60215, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 8/1/16 - 8/4/16
Reading Skills 1-3 grade
This course will assist students to develop literacy skills that will serve as a foundation for future reading success. These skills include concepts of print, comprehension, paying attention to sounds in language (phonological awareness) development of vocabulary and writing.

Course #: YCLS 5165
FEE: $30.00
Downtown Instructor: Taylor, Joshua
Room: TBD
CRN: 59975, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 6/13/16 - 6/16/16

Father Time and Counting Fundamentals 2-3 grade
Students will be able to recognize, write, and count basic shapes and numerals from 0 to 20. Participants will also be able to identify time in hours, days, weeks, months, seasons and years.

Course #: YCLS 4317
FEE: $30.00
Downtown Instructor: Chiangong, Joelly
Room: TBD
CRN: 55804, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 6/13/16 - 6/16/16

Do You Want to Tell a Story? 2-3 grade
Do you want to tell a story? A book needs a good storyteller, this is YOU!! Participants will use fun activities designed to make learning about storytelling exciting and useful in the future. The participants will learn to select stories worthy of storytelling; to share with partners; to the group; and review techniques on how to share stories the correct way. Build your confidence by learning the proper use of props in storytelling; analyze the content and research the characters in stories. Participants learn how to grab the audience’s attention to engage them until the end of the story.

Course #: YCLS 5145
FEE: $30.00
Downtown Instructor: Lewis, Gwendolyn
Room: TBD
CRN: 59974, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 6/13/16 - 6/16/16

Understanding Multiplication 3-5 grade
This class is designed to solidify, encourage and speed up the rate of multiplication manipulations. Various methods will be applied and it will be related to other areas of mathematics.

Course #: YCLS 5022
FEE: $30.00
Downtown Instructor: Chiangong, Joelly
Room: TBD
CRN: 55852, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 6/20/16 - 6/23/16

Adventures in Sign Language 1-5 grade
This beginning course is for those students with no previous experience in sign language. Students will be taught the basics of sign language and vocabulary. They will practice both receptive and expressive skills, communicate in sign language, finger spelling, meet new people and have FUN!

Course #: YCLS 4333
FEE: $20.00
Downtown Instructor: Barbara, LaTonya
Room: TBD
CRN: 58244, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 6/20/16 - 6/23/16
**Drawing Dinosaurs and Dragons 2-4 grade**
The goal of this class is to combine lessons in basic drawing with the universal appeal of dinosaurs and mythical dragons. Instructor will provide art training with fascinating information about these prehistoric creatures. Several dinosaurs will be featured (Brontosaurus, Tyrannosaurus Rex, and Stegosaurus and an imaginary dragon). These will be drawn using pencils and other drawing implements. This class is recommended for all students with a little ability and lots of imagination! Various basic drawing media will be used: primarily graphite and colored pencils. Students will be invited to submit their favorite Works of Art for a Gallery Reception and put on Exhibit at the end of the Summer.

**Course #: YCLS 5185**  
**FEE: $40.00**  
**Downtown Instructor: Vassallo, John**  
**Room: TBD**  
**CRN: 60199, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM**  
**Date: 6/27/16 - 6/30/16**  

---

**Grammar Blast 2-5 grade**
Have a blast as we explore the wonders and quirks of the English Language including the parts of speech, sentence usage, punctuation, spelling and more.

**Course #: YCLS 4032**  
**FEE: $20.00**  
**Downtown Instructor: Walkes, Stephanie**  
**Room: TBD**  
**CRN: 58243, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM**  
**Date: 6/27/16 - 6/30/16**  

---

**Place Value 4-5 grade**
Students will review the four basic operations of mathematics addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. A detailed understanding of the order of operation using the concept of “Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally ” will be taught.

**Course #: YCLS 4320**  
**FEE: $30.00**  
**Downtown Instructor: Chiangong, Joelly**  
**Room: TBD**  
**CRN: 55808, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM**  
**Date: 6/27/16 - 6/30/16**  

---

**Reading, Writing and Reasoning 2-4 grade**
Students will learn how to interpret stories creatively through book talks, story mapping, and discussion questions about social values and the author’s intent. Sharpen your critical thinking skills through puzzles, games, and story structure analyses. Learn how authors use inductive and deductive reasoning to craft stories and send messages to readers. Have fun while becoming a critically aware reader, writer, and thinker!

**Course #: YCLS 5101**  
**FEE: $35.00**  
**Downtown Instructor: Walkes, Stephanie**  
**Room: TBD**  
**CRN: 58268, TWRF 1:00PM - 4:00PM**  
**Date: 7/5/16 - 7/8/16**
Fun with Frosting
1-4 grade

Love to help out in the kitchen? Are you a fan of cake decorating? Now you can learn how to decorate like the pros. Learn how to make frosting from scratch, to color your frosting, and to pipe frosting through a decorating bag. You will decorate cakes, cupcakes, and sugar cookies using a variety of flower patterns, rosettes, dots, basket weave and shell borders.

Course #: YCLS 5089
FEE: $35.00
Downtown Instructor: Hassett, Jessica
Room: TBD
CRN: 59908, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/14/16

Downtown Instructor: Hassett, Jessica
Room: TBD
CRN: 59910, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 8/1/16 - 8/4/16

Ballet for Children
2-5 grade

Acquaints young beginning students with the basic fundamentals of ballet including ballet barre techniques and moving across the floor. It is recommended that all participants wear tights, leotard, and ballet slippers.

Course #: YCLS 4288
FEE: $30.00
University Center Instructor: Varner, Henri
Room: TBD
CRN: 57628, Sat 9:00AM - 9:55AM
Date: 7/2/16 - 8/06/16

Learn to Swim!! 2-5 grade

Enjoy swim lessons offered at the Boll Family YMCA, at discounted rates with scholarships available! Wayne County Community College District School of Continuing Education, in partnership with the Boll Family YMCA, are offering swim lessons to many eager youths.

Course #: YCLS 5122
FEE: $64.00
Downtown Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 59444, MTWR 5:30PM - 6:30PM
Date: 6/13/16 - 6/23/16
CRN: 59448, MTWR 5:30PM - 6:30PM
Date: 6/27/16 - 7/7/16
CRN: 59449, MTWR 5:30PM - 6:30PM
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/21/16
CRN: 59450, MTWR 5:30PM - 6:30PM
Date: 7/25/16 - 7/28/16

The Bookworm Club
PK-3 grade

This course teaches children the importance of education, alleviates the problems of illiteracy, and instills a love for reading at an early age that will carry on for a lifetime.

Course #: YCLS 4290
Northwest Instructor: Taylor, Joshua
Room: TBD
CRN: 59757, Sat 10:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 7/16/16 - 7/16/16
**Digital Media Production Camp**

This Digital Media Production Camp is designed to provide youth with a broad survey of the digital production tools. The students will gain knowledge in digital video and sound production, web design layout and design.

Course #: YCLS 5131  
FEE: $40.00  
University Center  Instructor: Staff  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 59896, MTWRF  9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 6/13/16 - 6/17/16

**Fuel Cell Challenge 6-8 grade**

Utilizing A World In Motion Curriculum, student design teams will research new and developing technology. Through hands on activities, students will learn the development and use of fuel cells; types of fuel cells; and by experimentation with a proton exchange membrane fuel cell produce electricity to power and electric motor. Completed work will be on display at the end of the summer.

Course #: YCLS 5173  
FEE: $40.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Wathen, Elizabeth  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 59983, MTWR  9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 6/20/16 - 6/23/16

**STEM Camp Science, Technology 6-8 grade**

Looking for a way to keep your child interested in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math? Enroll them in the STEM Summer Camp! This exciting camp builds STEM knowledge while incorporation teamwork and fostering creativity with the use of LEGO® Mindstorm and a computer. The world of STEM is brought to life and your child can learn, create and innovate in a true hands on environment.

Course #: YCLS 5118  
FEE: $25.00  
University Center  Instructor: Staff  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 60186, MTWRF  9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 6/20/16 - 7/1/16

**Young Inventor’s Camp**

Students will learn the basic of inventions and how to move it towards getting it a patent. Students will learn what is a patent and trademarks. This course will encourage student to become creators of ideas that may become the next and greatest invention.

Course #: YCLS 5126  
FEE: $25.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Hudson, Wanda  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 59907, TWRF  9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 7/5/16 - 7/8/16

**Creative Writing for Middle School Students 6-8 grade**

Explore the world of your imagination and create free verse, blank verse, lyric poetry, character sketches, personal narratives, and dramatic monologues. Learn techniques of journal writing.

Course #: YCLS 5088  
FEE: $30.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Taylor, Joshua  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 58264, TWRF  9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 7/5/16 - 7/8/16
Math Brainiacs 6-8 grade
Math Brainiacs is an incredibly FUN brain building camp that enhances math, memory and concentration skills. Demystify byzantine math calculation in a blink of an eye. You will amaze yourself. Brainetic Software will be used.

Course #: YCLS 5141  
FEE: $45.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Wathen, Elizabeth  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 59987, TWRF  9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 7/5/16 - 7/8/16

Understanding Percentages 6-7 grade
Percent is a common term in the business world. This sixth and seventh grade course involves critical analysis of mental mathematics and percentage of a number. Detailed explanation of percentages will be addressed as well as word related problems and its relations to other mathematics concepts.

Course #: YCLS 5025  
FEE: $30.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Chiangong, Joelly  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 56948, MTWR  9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/14/16

Fun with Frosting 6-8 grade
Love to help out in the kitchen? Are you a fan of cake decorating? Now you can learn how to decorate like the pros. Learn how to make frosting from scratch, to color your frosting, and to pipe frosting through a decorating bag. You will decorate cakes, cupcakes, and sugar cookies using a variety of flower patterns, rosettes, dots, basket weave and shell borders.

Course #: YCLS 5089  
FEE: $35.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Hassett, Jessica  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 58265, MTWR  9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/14/16

Creating Cartoons 6-8 grade
Start cartooning by learning the techniques. Let your imagination go while you hold the pencil and draw your own comic strip complete with color, word bubbles and lettering.

Course #: YCLS 5065  
FEE: $40.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Mielo, Anthony  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 58271, MTWR  9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/14/16

Glider Challenge 6-8 grade
Utilizing A World In Motion Curriculum, student design teams will produce two products: a gliding toy and a book of detailed instructions on how to build and fly the toy. Completed work will be on display at the end of the summer.

Course #: YCLS 5175  
FEE: $40.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Wathen, Elizabeth  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 59985, MTWR  9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/14/16
Drone Commander Camp 6–8 grade
It is a hands-on experience. Learn to launch, fly, and land a drone confidently and comfortably. Your child will have the opportunity to increase their spatial reasoning skills while learning to program and fly a drone within FAA regulations. Course discussion will include no fly zones, and how to handle the equipment and software like an expert. Register your child ASAP, space is limited!

Course #: YCLS 5178  
FEE: $40.00  
Northwest  Instructor: Staff  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 59989, MTWRF 9:00AM - 11:15AM  
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/22/16

Future Health Care Super Hero’s Middleschool
Are you interested in learning what the health care field is all about? Would you like to attend a summer camp designed for careers in nursing, dental hygiene, surgical technology, and pharmacy technology? You will learn the basics of patient care that apply to any health care profession: taking blood pressure and vital signs, interviewing a patient, safety measures when administering medications, proper hand washing techniques, CPR training and more! Camp activities are conducted in the Health Science Center fully equipped classrooms and simulation labs.

Course #: YCLS 5117  
FEE: $25.00  
Northwest  Instructor: Staff  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 59248, MTWRF 9:00AM - 2:00PM  
Date: 7/18/16 - 7/21/16

Geometrical Properties and Applications 6–8 grade
Students learn to recognize the basic geometrical shape of a figure, mathematical vocabulary and formula applications. Students will also solve word problems using key words and phrases; demonstrate effective and efficient usage of calculators to solve problems.

Course #: YCLS 4323  
FEE: $30.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Chiangong, Joelly  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 56938, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 7/18/16 - 7/21/16

Fun with Frosting 5–8 grade
Love to help out in the kitchen? Are you a fan of cake decorating? Now you can learn how to decorate like the pros. Learn how to make frosting from scratch, to color your frosting, and to pipe frosting through a decorating bag. You will decorate cakes, cupcakes, and sugar cookies using a variety of flower patterns, rosettes, dots, basket weave and shell borders.

Course #: YCLS 5089  
FEE: $35.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Hassett, Jessica  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 59909, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM  
Date: 7/25/16 - 7/28/16
**Basic Portrait Drawing 6-8 grade**

The goal in this class is to combine lessons in basic drawing with specific exercises in achieving a likeness and proper proportions in a human portrait. This is a class in black and white rendering only; pencil drawing techniques will be explored. Students will draw from reference photographs using pencils and other drawing implements to create their portraits. The aim is to understand the topography of the human skull, facial features, and shape relationships. We will also delve into tone, shadow and dramatic contrast. Drawing ability is helpful but all are welcome. Various basic drawing media will be used, primarily graphite pencils.

*Course #: YCLS 5163
FEE: $30.00
Downtown  Instructor: Vassallo, John
Room: TBD
CRN: 59976, MTWR  9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 7/25/16 - 7/28/16*

**Ballet for Youth 6-8 grade**

Students will learn the basic fundamentals of ballet dancing. They will have the opportunity to work at the barre and move across the floor. The students will develop an appreciation for the world of ballet. It is recommended that all participants wear tights, leotard, and ballet slippers.

*Course #: YCLS 4116
FEE: $30.00
University Center  Instructor: Varner, Henri
Room: TBD
CRN: 59071, Sat  10:00AM - 10:55AM
Date: 7/2/16 - 8/6/16*

**Lights, Camera, Action 6-8 grade**

This course is ideal for movie buffs, aspiring filmmakers and creative kids who are interested in visual arts. If you want to learn what really goes on behind the scenes to shoot, edit and produce a movie, come join us. You will walk away with your very own digital movie to show your family and friends.

*Course #: YCLS 4007
FEE: $40.00
University Center  Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 59880, Sat  11:00AM - 1:00PM
Date: 7/9/16 - 8/6/16*

**Tae Kwon Do for Kids 6-8 grade**

This course is designed for kids and will provide participants with the appropriate principles, techniques, safe practices and strategies of Tae Kwon Do. Upon completion, participants will improve their general physical fitness and skill performance.

*Course #: YCLS 5120
FEE: $30.00
Eastern  Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 59880, Sat  11:00AM - 1:00PM
Date: 7/9/16 - 8/6/16*
Grammar Blast 6-8 grade
Have a blast as we explore the wonders and quirks of the English Language including the parts of speech, sentence usage, punctuation, spelling and more.
Course #: YCLS 4032
FEE: $20.00
Northwest Instructor: Dzandu, Miriam
Room: TBD
CRN: 56981, MTWRF 11:45AM - 2:00PM
Date: 6/20/16 - 7/1/16

Youth Poetry Camp 6-8 grade
This camp is designed to give participants the tools to enhance their poetry/creative writing skills. In addition, participants will have the opportunity to read and perform their work as well as engage in critiquing other poets, and having their own work critiqued. The camp will conclude with an exciting “Poetry SLAM - Contest” where participants will have the chance to perform their work in a dramatic presentation.
Course #: YCLS 5031
FEE: $18.00
Downtown Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 56951, MTWRF 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 6/20/16 - 6/23/16

Chess Club 6-8 grade
Playing the game of chess is more than knowing the movements of each chess piece. Strategy is the name of the game. Sharpen your analytical thinking skills by learning the game of chess. Participants are to bring their own chess set.
Course #: YCLS 4246
FEE: $35.00
Northwest Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 60158, MTWRF 2:15PM - 4:15PM
Date: 6/20/16 - 7/1/16

Understanding Fractions 6–7 grade
A concrete review for sixth and seventh graders designed to perfect the four operations of mathematics in fractions. Fraction transformations, word problems and its relations to other mathematical concepts will be deeply addressed.
Course #: YCLS 5029
FEE: $25.00
Downtown Instructor: Chiangong, Joelly
Room: TBD
CRN: 55851, TWRF 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/5/16 - 7/8/16

Great Debaters Camp! Middle School 6-8 grade
Does your youth need to excel in public speaking? Enroll them in this class that can enhance their reading comprehension, public speaking and civic skills. Students will participate in exciting mock trials. Come Join the Debate!
Course #: YCLS 5114
FEE: $45.00
Northwest Instructor: Ratchford, Paula
Room: TBD
CRN: 59088, MTWRF 11:45AM - 2:00PM
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/22/16
Algebra Mastering 7–10 grade
Students will develop an understanding of integers, variables, translating and solving equations, graphing, factoring, polynomials, simplifying rational and radical expressions.

Course #: YCLS 4324
FEE: $30.00
Downtown Instructor: Chiangong, Joelly
Room: TBD
CRN: 55811, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/14/16

CEO Academy Middle School 6-8 grade
Campers will learn the basic terminology, skills and abilities as well as explore entrepreneurial opportunities. Participants will learn about successful entrepreneurs the businesses they own and what kept them motivated to become successful. Campers will also learn the four stages of entrepreneurship: Exploration, Assembling the team, finding resource and planning.

Course #: YCLS 4078
Northwest Instructor: Moultrie, Valencia
Room: TBD
CRN: 60222, MTWRF 2:15PM - 4:15PM
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/22/16

Code Maker Camp 6-8 grade
Prepare for today’s economy and future development with some of the most essential skills of the digital age. Want your child to learn the building blocks behind Programming, scripting, coding, and how to solve problems? Register him/her for this programming course and coding camp. Learn from an instructor/staff that is passionate about computer science in a small class size with closely monitored hands on application.

Course #: YCLS 5177
FEE: $40.00
Northwest Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 59988, MTWRF 2:15PM - 4:15PM
Date: 7/18/16 - 7/29/16

Design Challenge for Gifted and Talented: Solar Energy 8-9 grade
This challenge will look at energy sources, capturing the sun’s and wind’s energy, converting it to useful forms, and storing it for use. Students will research the current trend of legislation about deregulation of electricity and the economic and social impact it may have on our community while offering possible solutions based on design model homes of future greenhouses that rely on solar or wind turbines to provide electricity. A possible variation would include creating a greenhouse on Mars for the first inhabitants that will survive strictly on solar energy.

Course #: YCLS 5196
FEE: $50.00
Downtown Instructor: Evans, Jermaine
Room: TBD
CRN: 60210, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/25/16 - 7/29/16

Design Challenge for Gifted and Talented: Rocket Terrain Vehicle 6-8 grade
The horizontal rocketry challenge includes creating a rover chassis that will allow for a load to be carried (go pro camera) over a variety of land covering. Students will research materials, structures, and suspension and tire sizes to create durable frame housing, a protected enclosed load that will capture images as the rocket car races down a narrow course. Here, students will compete with one another on the design of the frame, materials; protective housing for the camera, distance covered and time lapsed.

Course #: YCLS 5167
FEE: $50.00
Downtown Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 59978, MTWRF 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/18/16 - 7/21/16
Graphic Design Camp
Photo Manipulation
9-12 grade
Students will be exposed to the basics of computer graphics design. Students will learn how to edit digital photographs and to create a design. Students will be encouraged to download their own digital photos. Please bring photos on a flash drive to download. The photographs will be use to design projects

Course #: YCLS 5129
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Brown, William
Room: TBD
CRN: 60195, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 6/20/16 - 6/30/16

Designing Characters for Cartoons 9-12 grade
Students will learn some basic drawing techniques. They will create and design their own cartoon characters (Heroes, Villains, Monsters and Animals) and develop a short story to illustrate using the characters they create to tell that story. Students will be invited to submit their favorite Works of Art for a Gallery Reception and put on Exhibit at the end of the Summer.

Course #: YCLS 5148
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Miello, Anthony
Room: TBD
CRN: 59966, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 6/27/16 - 6/30/16

InDesign for Kids I: Introduction 9-12 grade
Participants in this course will learn the InDesign workspace while working with graphics, and object styles. Participants will setup documents and work with pages, objects and text frames. Prerequisites: Familiarity with computers. All participants must have a USB flash drive. Students will be invited to submit their favorite Works of Art for a Gallery Reception and put on Exhibit at the end of the Summer.

Course #: YCLS 5190
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Vassallo, John
Room: TBD
CRN: 60206, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 7/18/16 - 7/21/16

InDesign for Kids II: Novice 9-12 grade
Participants in this course will learn how to assemble text and images into multipage documents that can be published in print, on the web, and in many other electronic formats, with this industry standard page layout program. Prerequisites: InDesign 1. All participants must have a USB flash drive. Students will be invited to submit their favorite Works of Art for a Gallery Reception and put on Exhibit at the end of the Summer.

Course #: YCLS 5188
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Bronaugh, Tanisha
Room: TBD
CRN: 60203, TWRF 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/14/16

Animal Sculpture
9-12 grade
The focus of this class is to understand basic sculpture theory and specifically how to approach animal anatomy. Students will learn about the basic anatomy of the animal as a foundation for building wire, paper mache, or clay sculptures. Work with animal proportions and measurements to insure correctness in your representation.

Course #: YCLS 5180
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Bronaugh, Tanisha
Room: TBD
CRN: 60200, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 7/5/16 - 7/8/16
Who AM - I? 9-12 grade
Students will gain some of the basic tools used in genealogy. Students will also show and tell, make and take projects, writing stories in their journals, exploring various websites, search engines and social media to preserve their family history.

Course #: YCLS 5197
FEE: $30.00
Downtown Instructor: Lewis Williams, Felicia
Room: TBD
CRN: 60217, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 7/18/16 - 7/21/16

ACT/SAT Science Review 9-12 grade
This course includes general and introductory biology, chemistry, physics, and the Earth/space sciences (for example, geology, astronomy, and meteorology). The course emphasizes scientific reasoning skills over recall of scientific content, skill in mathematics, or reading ability.

Course #: YCLS 5191
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Evans, Jermaine
Room: TBD
CRN: 60207, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 7/18/16 - 7/21/16

InDesign Kids III: Intermediate 9-12 grade
Participants in this course will learn how to develop compelling layouts for print and digital distribution while creating layouts for magazines, brochures, and more. Prerequisites: InDesign 2. All participants must have a USB flash drive.

Course #: YCLS 5189
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 60205, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 7/18/16 - 7/21/16

Foundation of Geometry 7-12 grade
In this course, students will be able to apply geometric formulas in solid and plane geometry. Mastering of geometric proofs, properties and algebraic calculations will be reviewed.

Course #: YCLS 4084
FEE: $25.00
Downtown Instructor: Chiangong, Joelly
Room: TBD
CRN: 55814, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 7/25/16 - 7/28/16

InDesign for Kids IV: Advanced 9-12 grade
Participants in this course will learn how to add interactivity to publications and discover how to create InDesign layouts for e books, e magazines and interactive PDFs. Learn how to add links and control how your print layouts are exported to HTML. Prerequisites: InDesign 3. All participants must have a USB flash drive.

Course #: YCLS 5193
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 60211, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 7/25/16 - 7/28/16

Foundations of Pre Calculus 9-12 grade
In this course, students will learn the rates of change, how to graph functions, how to calculate the upper and lower limits of functions, exponential and logarithmic functions.

Course #: YCLS 4081
FEE: $25.00
Downtown Instructor: Chiangong, Joelly
Room: TBD
CRN: 55815, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 8/1/16 - 8/4/16
Illustrator IV For Kids Advanced 9-12 grade
Participants in this course will learn to create vector logos, in addition to designing advertisements using appropriate typography, drawing tools. Prerequisites: Illustrator 3. All participants must have a USB flash drive.

Course #: YCLS 5194
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Bronaugh, Tanisha
Room: TBD
CRN: 60214, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 8/1/16 - 8/4/16

Introduction to the Art Masters 9-12 grade
Students will be introduced to the works of Michelangelo, Diego Rivera, Picasso and Frida Kahlo. They will see videos and samples of their work and then create their own art pieces in the style of the masters.

Course #: YCLS 5171
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Miello, Anthony
Room: TBD
CRN: 59980, MTWR 9:00AM - 12:00PM
Date: 8/1/16 - 8/4/16

Computer Graphic Design Page Layout 9-12 grade
Students will be exposed to the basics of computer graphic design. Students will learn a few basic design principles and then use the computer to create and print their own projects.

Course #: YCLS 5130
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Brown, William
Room: TBD
CRN: 60219, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 6/20/16 - 6/30/16

Illustrator I: Introduction 9-12 grade
Participants in this course will learn the ins and outs of vector illustration, including basic shape rendering, shading how to manage your workspace, beginning color theory and Typography. Prerequisites: Familiarity with computers. All participants must have a USB flash drive. Students will be invited to submit their favorite Works of Art for a Gallery Reception and put on Exhibit at the end of the Summer.

Course #: YCLS 5179
FEE: $40.00
University Center Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 59994, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 6/27/16 - 7/1/16

Course #: YCLS 5179
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Bronaugh, Tanisha
Room: TBD
CRN: 60202, TWRF 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/5/16 - 7/8/16

Champion Style Chess 9-12 grade
Students will be provided with the necessary tools to learn champion style chess. This course is for those “critical” thinking individuals who desire to win from beginning to end. Participants are responsible for bringing their own chess board.

Course #: YCLS 5112
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Daniel, Eric
Room: TBD
CRN: 59083, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/14/16
Looking at the Past
Greenwich 9-12 grade
Greenwich Village 1913: suffrage, Labor and the New Woman takes students to the beginning of the modern era when urbanization, industrialization and massive waves of immigration were transforming the U.S. way of life. This consists of games, set in the past, in which students are assigned roles by classic texts in the history of ideas. Class sessions run by students, instructor advises and guides through their oral and written work.

Course #: YCLS 5187
FEE: $30.00
Downtown Instructor: Taylor, Joshua
Room: TBD
CRN: 60201, TWRF 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/5/16 - 7/8/16

Illustrator II Novice
9-12 grade
Participants in this course will learn the ins and outs of vector illustration, including basic shape rendering, shading how to manage your workspace, beginning color theory and Typography. Prerequisites: Familiarity with computers. All participants must have a USB flash drive. Students will be invited to submit their favorite Works of Art for a Gallery Reception and put on Exhibit at the end of the Summer.

Course #: YCLS 5180
FEE: $40.00
University Center Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 59995, TWRF 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/5/16 - 7/8/16

Course #: YCLS 5180
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Bronaugh, Tanisha
Room: TBD
CRN: 60204, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/15/16

Illustrator III Intermediate
9-12 grade
Participants in this course will learn how to develop compelling layouts for print and digital distribution while creating layouts for magazines, brochures, and more. Prerequisites: InDesign 2. All participants must have a USB flash drive.

Course #: YCLS 5181
FEE: $40.00
University Center Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 59996, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/11/16 - 7/15/16

Course #: YCLS 5181
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 60209, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/18/16 - 7/21/16

Musical Guitar Camp
9-12 grade
Here’s your chance to learn how to play a real guitar! Whether you’ve ever picked up a guitar or if you already have guitar skills, our guitar camp is the ideal setting for both beginning and intermediate students. Learn the basics of chords, tabs, picking, strumming, and music theory. Bring your electric guitar (with small amplifier) or your acoustic guitar.

Course #: YCLS 5080
FEE: $30.00
Downtown Instructor: English, Ronald
Room: TBD
CRN: 58242, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/18/16 - 7/21/16
Foundations of Algebra 9-12 grade
In this course, students will learn forms of equations, calculations, exponents, slope of a line, functions, polynomials, graphing, Synthetic division, matrices and more..

Course #: YCLS 4090
FEE: $30.00
Downtown Instructor: Chiangong, Joelly
Room: TBD
CRN: 55813, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/18/16 - 7/21/16

Foundations of Trigonometry 9-12 grade
In this course, students will learn the relationship between the 30 60 90 degrees and the 45 45 90 degrees triangles of geometry to trigonometric functions of sine, cosine, tangent, secant, cosecant, cotangent and more. Fundamental identities will be reviewed.

Course #: YCLS 4091
FEE: $25.00
Downtown Instructor: Chiangong, Joelly
Room: TBD
CRN: 55816, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/25/16 - 7/28/16

ACT and SAT Language Review 9-12 grade
Language review for standardized testing is highly needed for students about to enter higher institutions. This high school course will diagnose, refresh, reintroduce and strengthen forgotten concepts together with test taking strategies.

Course #: YCLS 5026
FEE: $25.00
Downtown Instructor: Taylor, Joshua
Room: TBD
CRN: 60208, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/18/16 - 7/21/16

Preparing for College Success 9-12 grade
When you leave high school behind and face a new chapter in your academic life, will you be prepared? Make the most of this experience by learning how college performance expectations and grading differ from high school performance expectations and grading, how to manage your time with reading, studying, and papers to get everything done and still have a social life (prioritizing & planning), examine college resources, test and study techniques, management styles of course materials, and writing strategies. Prepare and succeed!

Course #: YCLS 5106
FEE: $25.00
Downtown Instructor: Simmons, Sandra
Room: TBD
CRN: 58266, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/25/16 - 7/28/16

Photoshop for Kids Introduction 9-12 grade
Participants in this course will learn basic and essential skills with layers, cloning and masks. In this introductory course, you will learn how to use Photoshop’s most common tools, palettes, working with various types of layers, selection techniques and commands for manipulating images and compressing them for the fastest downloads. Prerequisites: Familiarity with computers. All participants must have a USB flash drive.

Course #: YCLS 5166
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 59977, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/25/16 - 7/28/16
**Movie Critics 9-12 grade**
In this class, students will learn how to be a true movie critic. They will learn how to use the 12 steps of the art of being a movie critic. After learning the steps, students will then begin to use them to be the critic on different classic, cult classic, and other genres of fiction and non fiction.

Course #: YCLS 5169  
FEE: $30.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Taylor, Joshua  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 59979, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM  
Date: 7/25/16 - 7/28/16

---

**Dramatic Theatre 9-12 grade**
In this course, students will learn basic theatre terms for the stage, acting, and directing. Much of the course content will be studied through active, hands on. Students will learn to do acting warm ups, improvisations, monologues, and two , three, and four person scenes. Students will read and analyze scenes and plays. They will write brief scenes based on short stories, parts of novels, and/or their own inspiration.

Course #: YCLS 5172  
FEE: $30.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Taylor, Joshua  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 59981, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM  
Date: 8/1/16 - 8/4/16

---

**ACT and SAT Math Review 9-12 grade**
Math review for standardized testing is highly needed for students about to enter higher institutions. This high school course will diagnose, refresh, reintroduce ,and strengthen forgotten concepts together with test taking strategies. Some areas of coverage will include arithmetic algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and more. Students must have completed the 9th grade before registering for this class.

Course #: YCLS 5026  
FEE: $25.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Chiangong, Joely  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 60066, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM  
Date: 8/1/16 - 8/4/16

---

**Photoshop 2 For Kids: Novice 9-12 grade**
Participants in this course will learn to improve color and contrast in digital images. In this course you will learn principals of design and use blending modes, color, shapes, and layering to design compositions. Prerequisites: Photoshop 1. All participants must have a USB flash drive.

Course #: YCLS 5195  
FEE: $40.00  
Downtown  Instructor: Bronaugh, Tanisha  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 60216, MTWR 1:00PM - 4:00PM  
Date: 8/1/16 - 8/4/16
Hands N Feet 3D Sculpture
Introduction to 3D Sculpture by creating molds of your hands and feet. Paint, mount and embellish your own inspired originals! Students should dress for mess! Students will be invited to submit their favorite Works of Art for a Gallery Reception and put on Exhibit at the end of the Summer.

Course #: YCLS 5142
FEE: $50.00
Downtown Instructor: Calloway, Donald
Room: TBD
CRN: 59962, MTWRF  9:00AM - 3:00PM
Date: 6/13/16 - 6/17/16

Jazzy Faces AND Crazy Chairs 3D
Advance 3D Sculpture by creating a mold of your Face! Students will be required to bring in a wood chair. Paint, mount and embellish your uniquely creative pieces! Students should dress for mess! Students will be invited to submit their favorite Works of Art for a Gallery Reception and put on Exhibit at the end of the Summer.

Course #: YCLS 5147
FEE: $30.00
Downtown Instructor: Calloway, Donald
Room: TBD
CRN: 59965, MTWRF  9:00AM - 3:00PM
Date: 6/20/16 - 7/1/16

From Junk to Treasure
Learn how to take normal household items and build artistic structures and see objects in a whole different way. You will be limited only by your own resourceful imagination. Students will be required to bring in some items. Students should dress for mess! Students will be invited to submit their favorite Works of Art for a Gallery Reception and put on Exhibit at the end of the Summer.

Course #: YCLS 5150
FEE: $40.00
Downtown Instructor: Calloway, Donald
Room: TBD
CRN: 59963, MTWRF  9:00AM - 3:00PM
Date: 7/5/16 - 7/8/16

BSA Traffic Safety Merit Badge
Course is designed to prepare participants to earn the Boy Scout of America, Traffic Safety Merit Badge.

Course #: YCLS 4229
FEE: $10.00
Downriver Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 56016, Tue  8:00AM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/12/16 - 7/12/16

BSA First Aid Merit Badge
Course is designed to prepare participants to earn the Boy Scout of America, First Aid Safety Merit Badge.

Course #: YCLS 4230
FEE: $10.00
Downriver Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 59954, Tue  8:00AM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/12/16 - 7/12/16

BSA Fire Safety Merit Badge
Course is designed to prepare participants to earn the Boy Scout of America, Fire Safety Merit Badge.

Course #: YCLS 4228
FEE: $10.00
Downriver Instructor: Staff
Room: TBD
CRN: 56015, Wed  8:00AM - 4:00PM
Date: 7/13/16 - 7/13/16
## BSA Safety Merit Badge
Course is designed to prepare participants to earn the Boy Scout of America, Safety Merit Badge.

**Course #: YCLS 4226**  
**FEE: $10.00**  
Downriver Instructor: Staff  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 56013, Wed 8:00AM - 4:00PM  
Date: 7/13/16 - 7/13/16

## Public Health Merit Badge
The Scout will learn about the field of public health, which deals with maintaining and monitoring the health of communities, and with the detection, cure and prevention of health risks and diseases.

**Course #: YCLS 5132**  
**FEE: $10.00**  
Downriver Instructor: Staff  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 59946, Thur 8:00AM - 4:00PM  
Date: 7/14/16 - 7/14/16

## BSA Emergency Preparedness Merit Badge
Course is designed to prepare participants to earn the Boy Scout of America, Emergency Preparedness Merit Badge.

**Course #: YCLS 4227**  
**FEE: $10.00**  
Downriver Instructor: Staff  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 56014, Thur 8:00AM - 4:00PM  
Date: 7/14/16 - 7/14/16

## Camp Infinity Girls 4-9 grade
Camp Infinity is a weeklong summer technology camp for girls aged 9 to 13 years old that introduces technology as fun and fulfilling and inspires the pursuit of technology education.

**Course #: YCLS 5164**  
**FEE: $25.00**  
University Center Instructor: Staff  
Room: TBD  
CRN: 59961, MTWRF 8:00AM - 4:30PM  
Date: 7/18/16 - 7/29/16
The Credentialing Center provides services to organizations, professionals and the community at-large, including test development, administer of national certification, measurement services, and professional certification both locally and nationally. Credentialing exams are offered online and face-to-face. Start or advance your career with credentials that document and verify your professional skills, knowledge and experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continuing Education and Preparation</th>
<th>Professional Licensing</th>
<th>Health and Safety Preparation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State Continuing Clock Hours (formerly SBCEUs)</td>
<td>National Electrical Code</td>
<td>Hobet Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified Project Management</td>
<td>Refrigerant Transition and Recovery Certification (EPA)</td>
<td>BLS for Healthcare Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Retail Federation</td>
<td>National Institute of Metal Working Skills (NIMS)</td>
<td>Motorcycle Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Licensing Wiring</td>
<td></td>
<td>Firefighter I &amp; II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Keys (ACT)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information, please contact the School of Continuing Education at 313-496-2704 or mbunke1@wcccd.edu
REGISTRATION AND ORIENTATION

Monday through Saturday
June 21st through August 20th, 2016
9:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.

District Office Building • Room 112
801 W. Fort Street, Detroit, MI 48226

PARTICIPANTS WILL:
• Be instructed by Michigan Certified Teachers
• Develop individual learning plans
• Receive tutorial services as needed

Courses are offered at no cost to participants.

Please bring your drivers license or State ID and social security card to register.

For more information, please call Jason Cureton at 313-496-2704 or visit our website at www.wcccd.edu
Wayne County Community College District’s
School of Continuing Education and
The Bookworm Club
in partnership with the
Detroit Public Schools and the Detroit Public Library
Present

Saturday,
May 21, 2016
11:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Students will receive FREE
(While Supplies Last)

• Books and book bags for children
• Face painting by clowns
• Refreshments
• Fun n' games & Give-a-ways

Downtown Campus
1001 W. Fort St.
Detroit, MI 48226

Open to the public at no cost!

For more information, call 313-496-2704
The Summer Safety Fair helps prepare young people and families for a fun and safe summer!

- Child Identification Cards
- Swimming Safety
- Bike Safety Show
- Skateboarding Safety
- Poison Prevention
- Fire Safety for Kids
- Injury Prevention
- Eddy the Eagle - Gun Safety
- McGruff - Crime Prevention
- Bookworm Club
- Check out featured emergency vehicles:
  - Fire Engine
  - Ambulance
  - Police Car
  - Motorcycle

Open to the Public at No Cost!

For more information, please call the School of Continuing Education at 313-496-2704 or visit www.wcccd.edu
Providing Guidance!
Inspiring Brilliance!
Challenging Youth!

For more information call the School of Continuing Education at 313-496-2704 or log on to www.wcccd.edu